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ABSTRACT
Traffic from interactive applications demanding low latency has

become dominant in cellular networks. However, existing sched-

ulers of cellular network base stations fall short in delivering low

latency when prior information (i.e., dedicated Quality of Service

(QoS)) is unavailable; they become service agnostic and perform

towards maximizing the radio resource utilization or user fairness.

We identify a new opportunity of providing a better latency for

those latency-sensitive traffic flows by additionally taking the Flow

Completion Time (FCT) into account in downlink scheduling at

the base stations. However, the key challenges are 1) it can bring a

severe cost in optimization metrics of the existing scheduler and 2)

it should work without prior knowledge of the traffic.

To this end, we present OutRAN, a practical flow scheduler de-

signed for Radio Access Network that co-optimizes the FCT and

optimization objectives of the cellular scheduler. The resulting sys-

tem does not require prior information. Through simulation and

over-the-air evaluation, we demonstrate that OutRAN outperforms

the legacy LTE/5G schedulers in FCT, which leads to the reduction

in webpage load time of Android phones.
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• Networks→ Cross-layer protocols; Mobile networks; Wire-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive applications such as web browsing and social network-

ing have become dominant in cellular networks [28, 41, 54]. These

applications involve human (or machine) interaction with the re-

mote server and generate short request and response traffic patterns.
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The 3GPP standard [8] defines such traffic as the Interactive class,
one of the four generic traffic classes in cellular networks. The

applications demand low latency for each of the short flows since

even a small delay can degrade user experience [36].

To provide low latency for the interactive applications, one of

the solutions considered in cellular networks is Quality of Service

(QoS) provisioning [59, 63, 64, 83]. For this, 3GPP [7] defines fine-

grained QoS classes that recommend different latency guarantee for

each traffic type. In current operational cellular networks, however,

most of the traffic, including the Interactive and Background traffic

class (e.g., ftp), is typically serviced with the default QoS (Non

Guaranteed Bit Rate (Non-GBR)) by the cellular network operators,

also known as the best-effort service (refer to Table 1) [80]. The

only exception is delay-critical traffic such as Conversational (e.g.,
VoIP) or Streaming traffic (e.g., real-time audio/video) and they

are serviced with the dedicated QoS profile with Guaranteed Bit

Rate (GBR) [83]. Consequently, the latency-sensitive Interactive
traffic and heavy Background traffic become the same citizens in

the network, hence experiencing the same best-effort service from

the base station scheduler [24].

Unfortunately, when it comes to scheduling the best-effort traf-

fic, current base station schedulers [24, 27, 42, 43, 50, 81] are ser-

vice agnostic and do not consider the latency sensitivity of the

traffic. Instead, they are designed to maximize the radio resource

utilization and achieve fair resource allocation among users. For in-

stance, when latency-sensitive short flows (e.g., web browsing)

and long flows (e.g., bulky file transfer) compete for the band-

width in the downlink, the base stations perform scheduling on a

user-granularity – they prioritize the user experiencing the better

channel quality at that moment, or the user with the lower past

achieved service, but overlook the ones carrying latency-sensitive

short flows. This results in poor latency for the short flows from

latency-sensitive applications, especially in tail latency.

The goal of this paper is to provide better latency for the latency-

sensitive interactive traffic even when it lacks the dedicated QoS

profile and is considered best-effort traffic. This can be accomplished

by finishing each of its short flows quickly, that is, minimizing the

Flow Completion Time (FCT). FCT is known to be a simple, yet good

proxy for user experience in latency of interactive applications, as

users want the shortest possible completion time [14, 34].

Inspired by the recent works in datacenter [18, 26, 29], we find

an opportunity to minimize the FCT without requiring prior knowl-

edge of the flow size or service type. However, applying the ap-

proach to Radio Access Network (RAN) is not straightforward:

◦ Each user experiences a different link rate across time due to

the varying wireless channel. Therefore, the spectral efficiency

(bit/s/Hz) highly depends on how the switching fabric (i.e., base

station) schedules the user flows with the available radio re-

source. Scheduling flows simply towards the transport-layer
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metrics (i.e., FCT) may cause huge side-effects on the radio re-

source utilization.

◦ The fairness between users can be an issue since the flow sched-

uling preempts the users carrying longer flows. In contrast to

the datacenter where fairness is not a primary concern [14, 40],

it is a major requirement in RAN [24].

To address the problem, we present OutRAN, a practical flow sched-

uler tailored for RAN. OutRAN is a downlink scheduling scheme

performed at the last mile base stations. The main idea of our work

is to identify the user flows that best balance the satisfaction both

for our optimization goal and the legacy scheduler’s optimization

objective. This way, we can effectively minimize the FCT for short

flows at a minimal cost of the system’s spectral efficiency and (user)

fairness. OutRAN achieves this in two ways:

◦ OutRAN emulates Shortest Job First (SJF) on the flows shar-

ing the same user (i.e., intra-user flows). It uses Multiple Level

Feedback Queue (MLFQ) [16] which is an information agnostic

scheduling that approximates SJF.

◦ OutRAN leverages the underlying link-layer information when

scheduling the flows from different users. It gets the primary can-

didates of users that suit the link-layer scheduler’s optimization

objective (i.e., spectral efficiency, fairness) and opportunistically

prioritizes the user carrying shorter flow.

Figure 1 illustrates our approach and difference from the existing

scheduler. We implement OutRAN on top of the srsRAN [69], an

open-source LTE/5G software radio suite that runs on a commer-

cial Software Defined Radio (SDR) device. OutRAN only requires

modification on the user-plane protocol stack (LTE/5G Layer 2) of

the base station which is fully programmable in srsRAN.

We conduct testbed experiments on Colosseum [31]—the large-

scale wireless network testbed that emulates real-world wireless

environments—and over-the-air using commercial Android phones.

On Colosseum, under real-world RAN scenarios [21], OutRAN

improves the average FCT by 32%. On the over-the-air testbed,

OutRAN shows an average 14% (up to 34%) reduction in webpage

loading time for the top 20 webpages from Alexa [17]. OutRAN

achieves this with marginal overhead in CPU and memory usage,

without compromising the processing throughput of LTE/5G xN-

odeB. The video samples showing PLT improvements are available

at https://ina.kaist.ac.kr/projects/outran, and the corresponding

snapshots of them are presented in Appendix §B.

Lastly, our simulation shows that OutRAN delivers comparable

short flow FCT to the QoS-aware schedulers provided in NS-3 [20,

56] and outperforms them in spectral efficiency and user fairness.

Contribution. To the best of our knowledge, OutRAN is the first

work to establish the feasibility of co-optimizing the FCT in the

cellular network domain by introducing transport-level flow sched-

uling to the base stations. We propose a practical design that is

compatible with both LTE and 5G and is promising in providing

better service for the best-effort Interactive traffic.

2 BACKGROUND
Cellular Network consists of three main components; the User

Equipment (UE), the RAN, and the Core Network (CN). CN is the

backbone of the cellular network that provides core functionali-

ties such as QoS provisioning and the Internet connection. RAN
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(a) Existing schedulers in operation, being flow-agnostic. Short

flows (pattern-filled) suffer from queueing delay.
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(b) OutRAN completes short flows first.

Figure 1: Existing base station schedulers vs. OutRAN.

consists of multiple radio base stations called xNodeBs (eNodeB

in LTE, gNodeB in 5G) that offer a wireless connection between

the UE and the CN. The xNodeBs are responsible for scheduling

the downlink/uplink traffic from multiple users with the available

radio resource in RAN. In this paper, we focus on scheduling the

downlink user traffic at the xNodeBs. We will use the terms "base

station" and "xNodeB" interchangeably.

5G New Radio (NR). 5G gNodeBs now operate with the 5G NR

interface [58] which brings low latency "in air" [65, 66]. The new

interface provides a scalable frame structure with multiple different

sub-carrier spacings (SCs) [4, 10]. At higher SCs (numerologies), the

OFDM symbol duration decreases, and hence the length of a slot,

which is a scheduling resolution at the xNodeB (refer to Figure 5).

This reduces the delay waiting for a transmit opportunity by the

scheduler [65, 66]. OutRAN is compatible with the different 5G

numerologies.

Flow scheduling. The optimal flow scheduling algorithm that min-

imizes the expected FCT over a single link is the Shortest Remaining

Job First (SRJF) [14]. Yet, this requires perfect knowledge of the

processing time which makes it impractical in cellular networks.

Recent works in flow scheduling [18, 26, 29, 52] show that the clas-

sic information-agnostic (non-clairvoyant) scheduling policy such

as Least-Attained Service (LAS) and Multiple Level Feedback Queue

(MLFQ) can provide outstanding performance in FCTminimization.

3 MOTIVATION
Coarse-grained QoS provisioning in LTE/5G. The 3GPP stan-

dard specifies multiple QoS classes for 5G (LTE) through 27 5QIs

(26 QCIs) [1, 7]. However, in most cases, they are not utilized except

for the delay-critical traffic [83]. To confirm the idea, we conduct an

experiment on a commercial-level 4G/5G testbed [35, 49] that sup-

ports 3GPP Release 15. Its CN shares the identical QoS parameter

settings with the commercial CN run by the major cellular operator

in South Korea. We use the XCAL-PU12 tool [11] which enables

us to peek the 4G/5G signaling information exchanged between

CN and UEs. We check the QoS negotiation process with the CN
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Application Traffic Class Bearer QCI Service

VoIP

(i.e., VoLTE)

Conversational

Dedicated

GBR

1

Guaranteed

Bitrate (GBR)

=14 kbps

IMS signaling Interactive

Default

(ID=5)

5

High priority,

Best-effort

Web browsing,

Social networking

Interactive

Default

(ID=6)

6

Low priority,

Best-effort

TCP-based video,

File transfer

Background

Default

(ID=6)

6

Low priority,

Best-effort

Table 1: QoS profiling of the mobile applications on a
commercial-level 5G Non-Standalone (NSA) testbed. 5G SA
showed the same 5G QI values as the LTE QCI.

using multiple representative mobile applications (e.g., Chrome,

Instagram) on a commercial Samsung 5G phone, and Table 1 shows

the summary.

Notice that except for VoIP and IMS, all other internet-based

applications (blue colored) share the same QoS profile (QCI/QI=6),

which is the default QoS. We believe this is because the QoS provi-

sioning in 5G is in its infancy and hard to implement in practice;

1) it requires a sophisticated Packet Detection Rules (PDRs) [9, 59],

whose implementation is left to the operators and 2) the networks

need to configure all the elements from wireless to the physical

resources on CN interfaces. Even if the operator can detect latency-

sensitive traffic and wants to enforce the dedicated QoS on it, it

requires setting up a dedicated bearer
1
on demand. This takes an

initialization delay since it would take an additional round trip from

the base station to the CN [83].

Our goal is to provide better latency for latency-sensitive ap-

plications even when they are served with the same default QoS

profile as the other traffic.

Heavy-tail traffic distribution. Traffic distribution in the cellular

network is known to be skewed as wired networks, exhibiting

strong heavy-tail distribution [12, 41, 82]; most flows are small (90%

of flows are smaller than 35.9 KB), and large flows (i.e., heavy-hitter

flows) occupy only a small fraction but they take up the majority

of the traffic volume. In such distribution, short and long flows

coexist in the network, and when they share the same service, it is

problematic for latency-sensitive short flows [41, 47]. Throughout

the paper, we use the downlink flow size distribution from [41]

(Figure 2(a)) for LTE simulations as it represents the TCP traffic

collected in real-world LTE eNodeBs. Since it is a regular TCP traffic

(76% being HTTP), it falls into the default QoS class, which is our

target traffic class. For 5G, we use the traffic more recently collected

in [12].

Flow scheduling at xNodeBs. Using large buffers is essential in

xNodeB to absorb the bursty traffic, channel fluctuation, and to store

the unacknowledged packets for link-layer retransmissions [53].

However, this makes it even worse for latency-sensitive flows in

terms of latency when they contend with the other flows. The large

buffers cause queue-buildup and lead to long queueing delay, known

as the bufferbloat issue [46, 47]. In the worst case, the packets of

1
A logical channel between UE and Packet Gateway (P-GW). LTE QoS is enforced at

the bearer level.
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Figure 2: Downlink cellular traffic distribution [41] and chan-
nel quality distribution across UEs in our evaluations.

the short flows queued up behind by bursts of packets from large

flows. The problem may become even more significant in 5G as the

buffer size is expected to scale over 5× more than that of LTE [77].

Fortunately, flow scheduling can significantly alleviate the prob-

lem and provide a better completion time for short flows. To quan-

tify the potential benefit, we conduct a simulation using NS-3 com-

paring the FCT of short flows between the case with andwithout the

flow scheduling at the xNodeB. For flow scheduling, we hypothesize

that flow sizes are known a priori and use the optimal SRJF algo-

rithm in datacenter [40] to quantify the maximum possible benefit.

The baseline is the Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler [27, 43, 50, 81],

the de facto standard xNodeB scheduler. It maintains the balance

between spectral efficiency and fairness between users.

We set a scenario where UEs (using LTE with default QoS) re-

quest a service from a remote server that generates downlink traffic

according to a Poisson process with a size distribution that fol-

lows the LTE traffic distribution [41]. The transport protocol is

TCP-Cubic [39] and the buffer size per-user at xNodeB is set to the

default value of srsRAN [69]. For realistic channel dynamics, we

use the channel fading traces provided by 3GPP [2] that emulates

a pedestrian scenario. The resulting channel quality distribution

across UEs is presented in Figure 2(b).

Figure 3(a) shows that with SRJF flow scheduling applied to

eNodeB, the average and tail FCT of short flows (< 10KB) improve

35% and 59% over the PF, respectively. Additionally, Figure 3(b)

shows that even when the per-user buffer increases (×5), SRJF
keeps the short flow FCT low while it increases dramatically for

the PF compared to the short flow FCT of SRJF.

Challenge. Flow scheduling at the base station shows great benefits

but it may cause side-effects to the xNodeB performance. Figure 4

shows the spectral efficiency and fairness index (eq.3 in §6) of re-

source allocation between users for the same experiment conducted

in Figure 3(a). SRJF costs 48% of spectral efficiency and 47% of fair-

ness respectively to minimize the short flow FCT. This is because

the SRJF solely relies on the transport-layer flow size with being

ignorant of the channel condition of each user, and it preempts the

user carrying longer flows whenever there is a user with a shorter

flow. The result proves that the flow scheduling should be carefully

designed for xNodeBs to get benefits.

In this paper, we explore a practical flow scheduling design for

the cellular network base stations by addressing the following is-

sues. First, to be practical, our flow scheduling should work without

prior knowledge of flow sizes. Second, it should minimize the FCT

of short flows while not starving the long flows. Finally, such de-

sign goals should be compatible with the standard xNodeB radio

resource scheduling while having a negligible impact on the system
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Figure 3: Benefit of flow scheduling at xNodeBs.
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Figure 4: Side-effect of flow scheduling at xNodeBs.

performance. In the next section (§4), we describe how OutRAN

addresses the relevant issues and challenges in making OutRAN

more practical and effective.

Impact in 5G. Recently, edge computing and 5G New Radio (NR)

have shown great potential in achieving low latency in backhaul

network and RAN respectively [58, 77]. Given that the base station
bridges the two, the aforementioned problem remains as bottleneck

in 5G, and solving it becomes important for the next generation cel-

lular network. In our main evaluation (§6.2), we show that OutRAN

becomes even more attractive in 5G (Figure 17).

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
Design goals. We focus on designing a practical flow scheduler

at xNodeBs that respects the optimization objectives of the legacy

xNodeB schedulers and is compatible with underlying radio access

technology.

◦ Channel-aware cross-layer scheduling: Our design should

consider both the transport-layer and the link-layer information

to minimize the FCT while imposing minimal side-effect on

spectral efficiency and user fairness.

◦ Information-agnostic FCT minimization: In cellular net-

works, flow size information is transparent to the xNodeBs, and

QoS provisioning by operators could be limited for the uniden-

tifiable flows. OutRAN should achieve the FCT minimization

without prior knowledge of the flows.

◦ Compatibility: To be practical, our design should be compatible

with LTE and advanced 5GNR scheduling for the next generation

RAN. Also, the design should not compromise the processing

throughput of existing xNodeBs when it is applied in practice.

Systemoverview.OutRAN consists of two key design components:

Intra-user flow scheduler (§4.2) and Inter-user flow scheduler (§4.3).
The Intra-user flow scheduler emulates SJF without any loss of

the spectral efficiency and the (user) fairness that the underlying

xNodeB scheduler provides. The Inter-user flow scheduler prioritizes
a user carrying shorter flow with minimal impact on the spectral

efficiency and the (user) fairness. Figure 5 shows the system design

overview.

4.1 Downlink Scheduling at xNodeB
We design OutRAN to be agnostic to the underlying radio access

technology, and thus it is compatible with both LTE and 5G down-

link scheduling.

Radio resource in RAN is distributed across the time and fre-

quency domain. The time domain is divided into multiple Trans-

mission Time Interval (TTI), which is a scheduling interval (or

scheduling resolution) of a xNodeB scheduler. In the frequency

domain, the total bandwidth is divided into subchannels which

consists of 12 consecutive OFDM subcarriers grouped together. A

radio resource spanning over the single TTI and subchannel is

called Resource Block (RB), and it is the smallest unit of resource

that the xNodeB scheduler allocates to a user. The choice of TTI

and subchannel size (i.e., bandwidth per RB) depends on the radio

access technology, and the main difference between 5G and LTE in

scheduling is the scale of the number of RBs (i.e., bandwidth) and

scheduling resolution [27, 42]. For instance, LTE supports {1ms,

180 kHz} and 5G NR numerology 3 supports {125 `s, 1440 kHz} for

TTI and the subchannel size respectively [4, 65]. Finally, the to-

tal number of RBs available within a TTI depends on the system

bandwidth and SCs. In LTE, a total of 100 RBs are available for

20MHz and in 5G, a total of 273 RBs are available for 100MHz (SC

spacing=30 kHz) [3].

Downlink scheduling. For every TTI, MAC scheduler of xNodeB

decides how to allocate RBs available in the bandwidth to different

users. The resulting RB allocation highly impacts the spectral ef-

ficiency of the system because, 1) the channel condition of users

varies for the same RB due to their different geographical locations

and, 2) the channel condition of a user varies across different RBs

due to the frequency-selective fading in the wireless channel. The

scheduler, therefore, uses Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) values

periodically reported by the users in order to assign each RB to ones

experiencing the better channel quality at the current scheduling

moment.

Optimization objectives and approach. There are various MAC

schedulers with different optimization objectives. For example, the

Maximum Throughput (MT) scheduler aims to maximize the spec-

tral efficiency while the PF scheduler provides the balance between

the spectral efficiency and the fairness between users.

Consider the xNodeB having usersU are under its service and

RBs B available in its downlink bandwidth. To find the best alloca-

tion of B toU for each scheduler’s objective, the computational

complexity simply becomes 𝑂 ( |U| |B |). Considering that xNodeBs

should schedule RB within short channel coherence time (<1ms)

and for a varying number of users, the computation is too complex

and not scalable [24, 27, 42]. Thus, the xNodeB in practice, adopts a

sub-optimal approach where scheduling is based on the comparison

of the per-RB metrics,𝑚𝑢,𝑏 , between users, which leads to much

simpler computation. The per-RB metric for different schedulers is

shown below:

𝑚𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡) =
{
𝑟𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡) MT scheduler

𝑟𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡)/�̃�𝑢 (𝑡 − 1) PF scheduler

(1)
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where 𝑟𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡) is the expected achievable rate of RB 𝑏 ∈ B for user

𝑢 ∈ U for TTI 𝑡 , and �̃�𝑢 (𝑡 − 1) indicates the long-term average

throughput of user𝑢 defined as the exponentially smoothed average

of throughput of 𝑢 up to 𝑡 − 1.
For each RB 𝑏 ∈ B, the scheduler iterates over users U, and

calculates the per-RB metric. Then, it allocates RB 𝑏 to the user 𝑢

having the best metric independently of other RBs. The compu-

tational complexity of the approach becomes 𝑂 ( |U||B|) and we

design OutRAN to work within the same computational complexity.

4.2 Intra-user Flow Scheduling
Switching between flows that share the same user can be achieved

without harming the total spectral efficiency or user fairness. Moti-

vated by this, our Intra-user Flow Scheduler emulates SJF on the

intra-user flows based on the transport-layer information obtained

from the PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) layer. It oper-

ates at the Radio Link Control (RLC) Layer (shown in Figure 5) of

LTE/5G Layer 2.

Design rationale. Our goal is to minimize the FCT without prior

knowledge. Recent works in Datacenter Network (DCN) [18, 26, 29]

have confronted the similar challenge and proposed a simple MLFQ

or LAS scheduling, where each switch fabric approximates SJF upon

bytes-sent of a flow. The approach was simple enough to just do

strict MLFQ scheduling on every egress flow since it can achieve

minimal FCT while sustaining the network utilization. The reason

for this is, all ports of a switch fabric maintain the same consistent

link rate, which makes every single flow experience theoretically

the identical link rate. However, the condition does not hold for the

xNodeB; flows from different users experience diverse link rates

due to their disparate wireless channel conditions, as we explained

in §4.1. Since the strict MLFQ (or LAS) used in DCN schedules flows

upon the flow size without considering the channel conditions of

each flow, porting the same scheduler design directly on the xNodeB

leads to an inevitable cost in spectral efficiency, which is similar to

the SRJF scheduling in §4.

Still, the opportunity for flow scheduling with having no impact

on the system performance exists, if we switch between the flows

that have the "identical" channel condition (or achieved service so

far from the xNodeB for fairness) at the scheduling moment. The

flows destined to the same user can perfectly satisfy the requirement

as they are always guaranteed to undergo the identical channel.

Identifying the flows with the same user is challenging in DCN

switches, but it is feasible in xNodeB. This is because the cellular

network readily supports per-user scheduling to apply the Policy

and Charging Rule Function (PCRF), and xNodeB maintains a sep-

arate per-user buffer to handle different packet delivery rate, and

its packet retransmission of a user. By leveraging this aspect, our

scheduler maintains separate MLFQ scheduling per user, instead of

using a single MLFQ per egress port as done in DCN [18]. This de-

sign preserves exactly the same spectral efficiency and user fairness

that the original xNodeB scheduler provides.

MLFQ scheduling in xNodeB. Today’s programmable base sta-

tions give us more freedom of implementing advanced scheduling

algorithms [22]. Thus, OutRAN’s base station (i.e., xNodeB) inspects

packets and maintains per-flow states (i.e., sent-bytes per flow). The

design is feasible because 1) cellular network operators have full

1 ms 
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Figure 5: OutRAN overview with design components.

control on the xNodeBs which are fully programmable, and 2) it does

not require any modification on end hosts including UEs and MECs.

When a packet arrives at each user’s buffer, our scheduler identi-

fies the flow based on the five tuple information (src/dst IPs, src/dst

ports, protocol) and updates the sent-bytes so far (or create a new

entry if it is a new one). Next, using the sent-byte information,

it enforces the MLFQ scheduling for each flow. The MLFQ sched-

uling consists of 𝐾 priority queues, 𝑃𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐾) and 𝐾 − 1

thresholds, 𝛼 𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐾 − 1). The priority decreases from 𝑃1 to

𝑃𝐾 , and strict priority queueing is applied based on the following

rule [16, 18, 26, 29]:

◦ A new incoming flow starts from 𝑃1.

◦ Packets of a flow having 𝑃𝑖 priority enter the 𝑃𝑖 queue of their

destined user.

◦ A flow gets demoted from 𝑃𝑖 to 𝑃𝑖+1 when sent-bytes of a flow

crosses the threshold 𝛼𝑖 .

The policy mimics SJF as the short flows are likely to finish in high

priority queues than the long flows. Another benefit of using MLFQ

is it prevents starvation of the long flows by having a lower bound

on the priorities. Beyond a certain size, all flows will get the same

base priority and get fair service.

The users share the same thresholds but our design maintains a

separate MLFQ structure for each user buffer. After each packet is

assigned with theMLFQ priority, they are put into its corresponding

priority queue.

Parameter choice. The performance of MLFQ depends on how

we choose the number of queues 𝐾 and the thresholds {𝛼}. We

observe that for 𝐾 > 4, the performance of OutRAN stays steady

as similar results are shown in previous works [18, 29]. To find the

best thresholds, we referred to the solution method presented in

PIAS [18, 19], which solves the optimization problem of finding

the MLFQ thresholds. We used the global optimization toolbox in

SciPy [48] to solve the problem and used the solution values in our

evaluation.

Limitation. Some applications (e.g., websites using QUIC [51]

protocol, video streaming) maintain persistent TCP connections

and reuse the same five tuples for sending multiple short flows.

In these cases, sometimes it can mislead our scheduler to serve
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short flow at the low priority queue due to the large aggregated

sent-bytes. To mitigate the problem, we can reset or promote the

priorities in MLFQ for every period. We show this in our case study

(§6.3). Our evaluation on PLT (§6.1) is conducted with QUIC [51]

enabled in the Chrome browser. Even without the priority reset,

OutRAN still improves the PLT by 14% compared to the vanilla

xNodeB. The detail is in §6.1.

4.3 Inter-user Flow Scheduling
Our Inter-user Flow Scheduler opportunistically prioritizes the user

carrying short flow while minimizing its impact on spectral effi-

ciency and user fairness. The scheduler considers both the transport-

layer information (MLFQ priority) passed down from the Intra-user

Flow Scheduler (§4.2) and PHY-layer information. The scheduler

operates at the MAC layer (shown in Figure 5) of LTE/5G Layer 2.

Design rationale. Since each user experiences different channel

quality, switching between flows of different users inevitably results

in different spectral efficiency (and user fairness) from what the

original xNodeB scheduler provides. In the worst case, it can lead to

a huge drop in both spectral efficiency and fairness as shown in §3.

Fortunately, we notice that the opportunity for flow scheduling

still exists, if we exploit the case where users are experiencing a

similar channel quality (or per-RBmetric) at the schedulingmoment.

As we explained in §4.1, the original xNodeB scheduler assigns

each RB to the user having the "best" per-RB metric value at each

TTI. On the other hand, there can be other multiple candidates

having suitable value for the optimization objective of the original

scheduler with a marginal difference from the best one. In fact, such

nodes are quite common for the current dense cellular networks.

Thus, with a minimal cost on the per-RB metric, we can select

another user setU ′ that has comparable per-RB metric values (if

there is any) to that of
ˆU (the originally selected user set) and has

shorter flow size overall. This does not guarantee the exact spectral

efficiency (and user fairness) that the original xNodeB provides, yet

it still achieves a similar performance and makes enough room for

our flow scheduling.

Design.Motivated by the idea, our Inter-user Scheduler expands

the user space that the original scheduler explores by relaxing

the per-RB metric it uses for every TTI. Specifically, we define

a relaxation threshold 𝜖 that Inter-user Scheduler applies to the

per-RB metric. Figure 6 illustrates the approach.

On the first iteration of RBs B, the Inter-user Scheduler operates
the same ways as the original xNodeB scheduler does for the RB

allocation. It first selects the best user 𝑢 = argmax𝑢∈U 𝑚𝑢,𝑏 and

updates the 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 for each RB, 𝑏 ∈ B (Algorithm 1 in A, line 4-

8). Then, it applies the relaxation threshold (0 ≤ 𝜖 ≤ 1) to the

maximum value𝑚�̂�,𝑏 selected from the original scheduler. Next,

the scheduler does a secondary iteration to get the primary user

candidatesU ′ that at least have (1 − 𝜖) of the𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Among them,

our scheduler re-selects the user 𝑢 having shorter flow, comparing

the MLFQ priority marked by the Intra-user Flow Scheduler (§4.2)

(Algorithm 1 in Appendix §A line 14-23):

𝑢 ← argmax

𝑢∈U′
(max

𝑓 ∈F𝑢
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑓 ))

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, U ′ = {𝑢 ′ | (1 − 𝜖) ·𝑚�̂�,𝑏 ≤ 𝑚𝑢′,𝑏 , 𝑢 ′ ∈ U}
(2)

This way, our scheduler guarantees at least |1 − 𝜖 | of the per-RB
metric𝑚𝑢,𝑏 that the original scheduler uses while expanding the

room |𝜖 | for SJF flow scheduling.

Note that our approach is different from selecting the top K users,

where it always guarantees a room space of K users, which can also

lead to the side-effect similar to the SRJF. Our scheduler naturally

condenses the room if the users are experiencing heterogeneous dis-

tribution in the per-RB metric as shown in Figure 6. Our scheduling

logic requires one additional iteration among users. This still gives

us 𝑂 ( |U||B|) complexity which imposes negligible overhead to

the xNodeB operation. We measure the overhead of the additional

operation by increasing the number of RBs in §6.1.

Proof-of-concept. To validate our design, we conduct a simulation

in a similar setting described in §3. We compare the performance

between OutRAN (𝜖 = 0.2), which works on top of the PF scheduler

(respecting its per-RB metric by 80%), and strict MLFQ, which ex-

pands the entire room for SJF. Figure 7 compares the CDF results of

spectral efficiency, fairness, and the FCT between the two schemes

and the original PF scheduler. Figure 7(a) and 7(b) are the CDF of the

spectral efficiency and fairness values obtained from the xNodeB

for every 50 TTIs.

OutRAN (𝜖 = 0.2) effectively minimizes the short flow FCT show-

ing the comparable result to that of the strictMLFQwithout starving

the long flows compared to PF (Figure 7(c)). OutRAN achieves this

showing almost the same spectral efficiency and fairness compared

to PF (Figure 7(a), 7(b)). We also compare this with OutRAN (𝜖 = 0)

where it operates only with the Intra-user Flow Scheduler. OutRAN

with Inter-user Flow Scheduler (𝜖 = 0.2) further improves the tail

FCT of short flows (10% in 95%-ile) compared to the (𝜖 = 0), and the

benefit becomes greater when there are more users experiencing

similar per-RB metrics.

Parameter choice. The threshold 𝜖 provides a trade-off between

the optimization objective of the xNodeB scheduler and FCT mini-

mization. Through our extensive simulation, we observe that for

𝜖 < 0.4, OutRAN shows steady performance with FCT minimiza-

tion while having minimal impact on the xNodeB objectives. We
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chose 𝜖 = 0.2 for OutRAN which provided the best balance be-

tween the two optimization objectives in the result. The sensitivity

of OutRAN to the 𝜖 is shown in Figure 8. If desired, the 𝜖 can also

be tuned toward FCT minimization depending on the operator’s

interest.

4.4 Integrating OutRAN into xNodeB
From a radio protocol stack (LTE/5G Layer 2) perspective, a number

of aspects that are unique in xNodeB should be considered to make

our scheduling design compatible with the standard xNodeB.

Segmentation & reassembly. The downlink transmission (tx)

buffer for each user is maintained at the RLC layer, and the data unit

of the tx queue is RLC Service Data Unit (SDU). When the RLC layer

is notified of the tx opportunity by the MAC scheduler, the RLC

dequeues SDU(s) from its tx buffer and submits it to the next MAC

layer as an RLC Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The relation between the

RLC SDUs and the PDUs is not univocal, and the payload of the RLC

PDUs can contain multiple SDUs due to the different packet delivery

rates of each user, as shown in Figure 9. The RLC layer, therefore,

is responsible for segmentation& concatenation at the sender, and

reassembly of the segmented SDUs at the receiver [6, 67].

If we stick to the strict MLFQ rule by maintaining the priority

of the segmented SDUs, the transmission of the segmented SDU

could be delayed by the SDUs in the higher priority queue, unlike

the original FIFO scheduling. This becomes a problem at the RLC

receiver entity since the reassembly at the RLC is performed on

an RLC SDU basis; when the entity receives the segmented SDU,

it waits for the remaining segmented SDU(s) in the next reception

within the reassembly window. If the segmented SDU gets delayed

and falls outside of the window, the RLC considers it as it cannot

be reassembled, and discards it [6]. This eventually hurts the FCT

as only the RLC SDUs that are fully available can be delivered to

the upper PDCP layer. To avoid the case, we make an exception for

the segmented SDU if there is any, and promote it to the head of

the first priority queue.

Sequence numbering. In the cellular networks, the PDCP data

PDU counter keeps track of the unique Sequence Number (SN) for

each received PDU from the IP layer by incrementing the value.

Then using the SN as a key, ciphering is performed on the payload

at the PDCP layer before submitting it to the lower RLC layer for

security [6, 67]. The SN is synchronized with the receiver-side (UE)

so that only the destined user can decipher the received packet.

OutRAN, however, changes the order of transmitted PDU and

therefore, the SN numbered on the transmitted PDU does not cor-

respond to the one maintained at the receiver-side, which makes

it receiver impossible to decipher the PDU. In order to prevent

the case, OutRAN delays the PDCP’s SN numbering & ciphering

and performs the process at the RLC layer, right before submit-

ting the RLC PDUs to the MAC layer. We implement the feature

in our testbed and confirm that our design is still compatible with

commercial android phones.

Retransmission. An RLC entity has two data transmission modes

for user-plane: Unacknowledged Mode (UM) and Acknowledged

Mode (AM). The UM provides unidirectional data transfer and only

has a tx buffer. On the other hand, the AM mode provides a bidirec-

tional data transfer service and supports link-layer retransmission. In

the AM mode, there are three queues having different priority-level:

◦ Ctrl Q (1st priority) for Control PDUs (link-layer ACK/NACK).

◦ Retx Q (2nd) for RLC PDUs which are considered for retrans-

mission. (e.g., NACKed PDUs)

◦ TxQ (3rd) for the RLC SDUs that are waiting for the tx opportunity.

If the tx mode of RLC is configured as the AM, OutRAN com-

plies with the priority levels of each queue specified in the 3GPP

standard [5]. In detail, we only apply intra& inter-user scheduling

on the TxQ and schedule the TxQ within the leftover tx opportunity

bytes after scheduling the Ctrl and the RetxQ. The per-flow state is

kept only for the TxQ.

In our main evaluations, we choose the UM as our RLC tx mode.

In addition, we perform a case study in §6.3 showing that OutRAN

also works with the AM mode and outperforms the PF MAC sched-

uler that operates with the RLC AM mode in FCT.

The overall workflow is shown in Figure 10. When a user is

selected for the dl transmission and assigned N bytes of tx oppor-

tunity by our Inter-user Flow Scheduler 1○, N bytes of RLC SDUs

(pattern-filled) are dequeued according to our Intra-user Scheduling

2○. Whenever it generates a segmented SDU, OutRAN promotes it

to the topmost priority. Next, OutRAN performs delayed SN num-

bering & ciphering 3○, concatenates the scheduled SDUs into the

RLC PDU 4○, and submits to the MAC layer 5○.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
OutRAN is implemented on top of the srsRAN [69], an open-source

LTE/5G software radio suite. We modified the user plane protocol

stack (LTE/5G Layer 2) of srsENB in srsRAN, which is composed

of the following three sub-layers; PDCP, RLC, and MAC. OutRAN

consists of ∼1.4K lines of new or modified code. More detail of our

implementation is explained in Appendix §B. We believe that the

deployment is feasible given that cellular networks, including the

base stations are becoming open and programmable [21, 22, 31].
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6 EVALUATION
Metrics. To show the improvements that OutRAN delivers, we use

the FCT and Web Page Load Time (PLT). We referred to the PLT

defined in [73] and use the Navigation Timing API [15] from W3C

for measurement. Additionally, we compare the spectral efficiency

(bit/s/Hz) and fairness index of the long-term average throughput

among the users defined as:

𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑡) = (∑𝑢∈U �̃�𝑢 (𝑡))2
|U|∑𝑢∈U �̃�𝑢 (𝑡)2 (3)

Baselines. We use the PF scheduler, the de facto standard MAC

scheduler of xNodeB [27, 43, 50, 81] as our baseline. Specifically, we

use the PF scheduler implemented in NS-3 [32, 61] and srsRAN [69].

In our simulations, we also include variants of PF schedulers with

QoS support as the baselines. We explain the detail of them in §6.2.

For a fair comparison for our information-agnostic scheduler, we set

the default QoS class for every traffic flow except for the QoS-aware

schedulers.

Platform overview. OutRAN is evaluated using a combination of

testbed experiments and NS-3 simulations. Below is a brief overview

of the platforms used:

◦ Over-the-air testbed (§6.1) is a testbed setup using the srsRAN
and android smart phones. We show the impact of OutRAN on

interactive application (i.e., Chrome) by measuring the PLT of

the top 20 visited web pages from Alexa [17].

◦ Emulated environment (§6.1). To test OutRAN in more realis-

tic RF scenarios, we deploy OutRAN implementation on Colos-

seum [31], which is a massive wireless systems testbed devel-

oped by DARPA. The platform provides remote access to SDRs

and server nodes, which supports real-time emulation with real

wireless signals and emulated channels.

◦ NS-3 simulation (§6.2, §6.3) is used to provide an evaluation

with the large scale of users and different advanced settings (i.e.,

5G numerology andmobility) that are not available in our testbed.

Summary. We summarize our main findings by answering the

following questions:

◦ How does OutRAN improve the latency in an application level?

On average, OutRAN improves the PLT 626ms (14%) by improv-

ing the FCT of subflows of the webpage by 53ms (20%) (§6.1).

◦ How well does OutRAN perform without prior knowledge?

OutRAN shows comparable short flow FCT to that of SRJF and

QoS-aware schedulers (§6.2). OutRAN works well under real-

world RF scenarios (§6.1).

◦ Does it minimize the side-effects? OutRAN preserves 98% and

97% of spectral efficiency and fairness respectively that PF pro-

vides. It does not starve the long flows (§6.2).

◦ Is OutRAN practical? OutRAN works well in both LTE/5G (§6.2)

and our performance benchmark suggests that OutRAN is ap-

plicable to an actual xNodeB in practice without compromising

the processing throughput of xNodeB (§6.1).

6.1 Testbed Experiments
Settings.Webuild an end-to-end cellular network using srsRAN [69]

and the setup is shown in Figure 11(a). The RAN consists of srsENB

and srsEPC which are the base station and the Core Network (CN),

Commercial 
UEs

SDR RF Front-End

eNodeB
+ EPC

(a) Over-the-air Testbed.

200m
Remote Server

Core 
Network

10ms
Delay

xNodeB

100 Randomly 
Positioned UEs

(b) Cell-scale Simulation.

Figure 11: Testbed and simulation topology.

respectively. They run on a single machine with Linux kernel 5.4.0

equipped with Intel Core i9 3.6 GHz CPU. For the srsENB RF fron-

tend, we use Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) B210

SDRs. For UEs, we use four commercial Android smartphones and

apply the programmable SIM cards (sysmoISIM-SJA2) [71] to regis-

ter the UEs to our HSS database. The CN enables the Internet access

of each UE by masquerading its network interface.

To model realistic channel dynamics, we program srsENB to use

the CQI values read from the 3GPP channel trace [2] (pedestrian

scenario) instead of an actual CQI report from each UE. In this

way, we confirm that the srsENB schedules UEs based on the given

CQI information, and each UE experiences different DL throughput

across time. The srsENB operates in Band 7 (2680MHz downlink)

with 20MHz bandwidth at 97Mbps bitrate (256QAM, SISO) which

yields 4.85 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency. The maximum buffer size of

the RLC UM entity is set to the default value of srsENB (capacity

of 128 RLC SDUs).

Workloads.Wemodel a setupwhere Interactive traffic (i.e., Chrome

web browsing) and heavy Background traffic competes for the

downlink bandwidth. The Background traffic follows theweb search

service [13] with an average flow size of 1.92MB. Each UE requests

background flows (i.e., bulky file transfer) from our local server

according to a Poisson process with a size distribution that follows

the given background traffic distribution. The average cell load is

set to 60% and we set the frequency of webpage requests to every

15 sec. The web pages are hosted on their original server. To syn-

chronize each request of background flows to our Poisson process,

we implement a workload generator that signals UEs when to start

their assigned workload via Android Debug Bridge (adb).

Page load times for Alexa websites. For the experiment, we use

the top 20 visited webpages fromAlexa [17].
2
Since the contents of a

webpage change dynamically over time, we averaged the results of

the 50 experimental runs for each webpage. We enabled QUIC and

HTTP 3.0 in the Chrome browser of every UE. Out of 20 webpages, 9

of them support QUIC andwe show the PLT cumulative distribution

of OutRAN and srsRAN for the top 5 popular webpages among

the QUIC supported ones in Figure 12. The rest are presented in

Appendix §B Figure 21.

To sum up, for 20 webpages, OutRAN improves the FCT on

average by 20% (53ms) and up to 46%, which translates to 14%

(626ms) on average and up to 34% improvement in PLT compared

to the srsRAN. This is because a webpage consists of multiple short

sub-flows and OutRAN completes each of them quickly. Note that

even a small improvement in a web application has a great impact

2
The experiment is conducted between Sep. 7, 2021 and Sep. 11, 2021.
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Figure 12: [Testbed] Sample PLT results of top 20 webpages from Alexa [17].
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Figure 14: [Testbed] Scalability vs RBs.

on user experience since even a small delay can lead to a significant

profit loss [36, 51].

For the QUIC supported webpages, OutRAN improves PLT by

14.2% (587ms) on average except for the Zoom.us. This is because

even when QUIC supports stream multiplexing in a single connec-

tion, the flow size of a single QUIC flow (avg. 147 KB, max 736 KB)

is still short compared to our background flows (avg. 1.92MB). For

Zoom.us, OutRAN improves the sub-flow FCTs by 25% on average

although the PLT has no improvement. We believe that this is be-

cause, for some web pages, other factors such as rendering time

take up the dominant fraction in PLT [64]. The flow size breakdown

on the QUIC flows of web pages is provided in Appendix §B Table 2.

The video samples that show the PLT improvement by OutRAN

are available at https://ina.kaist.ac.kr/projects/outran.
xNodeB performance. As we run the testbed experiment for

Figure 12, we measured the actual spectral efficiency and the fair-

ness achieved during runtime. The result shows that on average,

OutRAN provides almost the same spectral efficiency compared to

the baseline and costs only 4% of the fairness among users.

Throughput & resource usage. To measure the overhead of

OutRAN, we evaluate CPU and memory usage by increasing the

number of flows in an ingress downlink traffic of the base sta-

tion with COTS UEs. We model an extreme traffic surge scenario

where a large number of flows (from 1K to 8K) are ingressed and re-

main active during a short period (≈50 sec). Figure 13(a) shows that
OutRAN requires almost the same memory usage and imposes mar-

ginal overhead (max +2.5% at peak) on CPU usage. The overhead

has a negligible impact on the processing throughput of srsENB as

shown in Figure 13(b), having only up to 2.73% performance gap

from the theoretical max DL throughput. The additional scheduling

delay of OutRAN is ≈150 ns per PDCP SDU, which is mainly due to

the flow identification at the PDCP layer. Compared to the shortest

scheduling TTI in NR (125 us), the latency is negligible.

To see if OutRAN can scale, we evaluate the same metrics with

the same scenario by increasing the number of RBs (i.e., DL band-

width). The overhead is negligible as shown in Figure 14. This is

because the scheduler of OutRAN runs within the same computation

complexity of the MAC scheduler as explained in §4.3. Our design

guarantees the performance of the underlying MAC scheduler and

its RF hardware.

Experiments onColosseum. To demonstrate that OutRANworks

on real-world RF scenarios, we test OutRAN on Colosseum [31].

We build an LXC container of our srsENB codebase and deploy

it on a Colosseum platform. We set up a four-cell topology that

consists of 4 eNodeBs and 16 UEs, where each eNodeB maintains 4

UEs. For the RF scenario, we apply Rome, Boston, and POWDER

provided in [21]. Each scenario has different characteristics of user

mobility and geographical locations. Every UE and base station

is equipped with USRP X310 as an RF frontend. We model traffic

where each UE requests DL traffic from a server hosted behind the

eNodeB, according to a Poisson process with a size distribution that

follows LTE traffic distribution [41], for three different cell loads

{20, 40, 60}%. OutRAN improves average FCT and short flow FCT

by 32% and 56% respectively without having a negative impact on

the long flows compared to the vanilla srsRAN. Due to the space

limit, we present Figure 19 in Appendix§B.

6.2 Cell Scale Simulations
Topology.We use NS-3 to simulate a single-cell RAN topology that

consists of a single xNodeB, CN, and a server with 10ms wired link

delay from the P-GW. For the TCP congestion control, we use the

TCP-Cubic for both UEs and remote server. The UEs are positioned

randomly within a 200m radius from the xNodeB having random

mobility with an average walking speed of 1.4m/s. Figure 11(b)

shows the topology.

NS-3 supports different modules for LTE [61] and 5G [32]. For

the 5G module, we use the latest release and simulated with the

maximum number of UEs supported on a gNodeB. Below is the

main difference in the 5G/LTE setting:

5G setting. gNodeB operates in Band n257 (28 GHz) in Standalone

(SA) mode with 100MHz bandwidth. We use different types of nu-

merologies (0-3) to see their impact. A single MIMO layer is used

and the duplexing mode is TDD with 5DDDSU format as recom-

mended in [38, 44]. A total of 40 UEs are attached to gNodeB. For
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Figure 15: [NS-3 LTE] [61] FCT across different cell load in LTE under LTE cellular workload [41].
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Figure 17: [NS-3 5G] [32] Impact of OutRAN in 5G RAN.

channel dynamics, we apply the urban channel scenario provided

in the module [32].

LTE setting. eNodeB operates in Band3 (1805MHzDL)with 20MHz

bandwidth in Transmission Mode 5 (MU-MIMO). A total of 100 UEs

are attached to eNodeB. To model a realistic channel condition. we

use 3GPP channel trace [2].

For both settings, the maximum buffer size of the RLC UM entity

is set to the default value of srsENB [69].

Workloads. The setup is identical to the experiments on Colosseum

but with cell loads of 40-80%. We create a total of 10 K flows on

average for each simulation.

Baselines. In addition to PF, OutRAN is compared with the follow-

ing baselines:

◦ Shortest Remaining Job First (SRJF) is an optimal flow sched-

uling scheme in DCN that has perfect knowledge of flow size.

SRJF schedules flows based on the remaining flow size, being

ignorant of the channel condition.

◦ Priority Set Scheduler (PSS) [56] and Channel & QoS-aware
(CQA) Scheduler [20] are variants of PF scheduler that sup-

port QoS provisioning. We assume they are aware of the flow

size of each flow, and apply QoS of low-latency service type

(delay budget=50ms) for short flows (< 10 KB). PSS and CQA are

supported in the NS-3 LTE LENA module [61].

FCT minimization. Figure 15 shows the FCT results across differ-

ent cell loads in LTE respectively. OutRAN effectively minimizes

the average (figure omitted) and tail FCT (Figure 15(b)) of short

flows, outperforming the PF, while showing comparable results to

the SRJF. The result also shows that even when the load increases,

OutRAN keeps the short flow FCT steady while in PF, it dramati-

cally gets inflated. The 5G simulation result also shows the same

trend and the results are presented in Appendix §B Figure 20.

Long flow FCT. Since OutRAN entails preemption of long flows,

one may concern the starvation. That said, OutRAN does not starve

long flows and provides slightly better FCT for them compared

to PF in our evaluation. This is because as the cellular network

exhibits heavy-tail distribution [41], prioritizing the short flows

actually improves the majority of the flows as most flows in the

network are small. Also, prioritizing short flows has little impact

on long flows as short flows take up only a small amount of traffic

volume in the network. In fact, it even helps the long flows by

finishing the majority of short flows first and mitigating network

contention [14, 40].

In contrast to OutRAN, Figure 15(d) shows that SRJF adversely

affects the FCT of long flow in LTE, which leads to the worst perfor-

mance in overall FCT (Figure 15(a)). This is because SRJF schedules

solely upon the remaining flow size ignoring the actual channel

quality of UEs. For example, in the worst case where SRJF starts to

schedule a user flow that has the worst channel quality, the user

will grab all the bandwidth (with poor spectral efficiency) to finish

its flow. This may last a long time due to its poor throughput and

will eventually starve the other user flows. OutRAN, on the other

hand, prioritizes users with short flows among the ones who are

going through a good channel condition at the moment.

Compatability. Figure 16 compares the overall spectral efficiency

and fairness between schedulers. While other latency-optimized

schedulers cost spectral efficiency or fairness of the PF by up to

33% and 65% respectively, OutRAN preserves at least 98% and 97%

of spectral efficiency and the user fairness of that PF scheduler

provides. The SRJF collapses in both metrics more severely because

of the high variance in channel dynamics in the simulation trace.

vs. QoS-aware schedulers. The QoS-aware schedulers improve

the FCT of PF, as it prioritizes short flows with a tight packet delay

budget. However, this either provides suboptimal performance in

short flow FCT as PSS performs in Figure 15(b), or entails starvation

of other (user) flows as CQA performs in Figure 15(c). OutRAN

outperforms QoS-aware schedulers in terms of spectral efficiency

and fairness. Also, OutRAN shows similar short flow FCT compared

to the CQA scheduler but ours does not require any prior knowledge

of QoS or flow size which makes it more practical and robust.
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Figure 18: [NS-3 LTE] Simulation results for case studies.

Impact in 5G. OutRAN becomes even more attractive in 5G con-

sidering its efforts towards low latency. According to the 5G mea-

surements [58, 77], the latency reduction in today’s 5G compared

to LTE is mainly attributed to two factors; 1) the edgification of

server and core networks (which significantly reduces the latency

in the backhaul network), and 2) the 5G NR numerology used by

the gNodeB in RAN (which brings low latency "in-air"). Our simula-

tion presented in Figure 17 shows consistent results with the study.

When a cell experiences modest traffic congestion (Load=10%), RTT

significantly reduces as the server gets closer to gNodeB and more

advanced NR numerology is used by the gNodeB ( 1○).

However, we observe in our simulation that the downlink traffic

arrives in more bursty patterns at the gNodeB when the end-to-end

latency gets reduced and the traffic load increases. As a result, when

cell load increases (Load=60%), such trend exacerbates the queue

build-up in the gNodeB ( 2○) and short flows suffer from the severe

queuing delay ( 3○). This leads to the inflation of short flow FCT ( 4○)

even with the most advanced RAN settings (MEC+numerology=3).

OutRAN alleviates this by reducing the queueing delay of short

flows at gNodeB ( 3○) which results in lower short tail FCT ( 4○).

Note that short flow FCT of OutRAN improves along with the more

advanced RAN settings. OutRAN achieves this at a minimal cost

in spectral efficiency and fairness. The result demonstrates that to

fully exploit the low-latency aspect of 5G, traffic optimization at

the base station—which is what OutRAN performs—is an essential

part of the future 5G RAN.

6.3 Case Study
In this section, we provide different case studies of OutRAN with

using a series of targeted simulations.

Ablation study. The PF scheduler provides a trade-off between the

spectral efficiency and the user fairness and this trade-off can be

adjusted by specifying a time window for imposing fairness among

the users. Such time window is referred to as the fairness window
(𝑇𝑓 ) [37, 67] and it is used as a smoothing factor in calculating

the long-term average throughput of the PF scheduler’s per-RB

metric (eq. 1). While PF with a small fairness window (𝑇𝑓 = 10ms)

performs similarly to the Round-Robin scheduling, PF with a large

fairness window (𝑇𝑓 ≥ 100 sec) performs towardMT scheduling [24,

67] as shown in Figure 18(a).

We observe that when PF is more optimized towards fairness

(i.e., tuned with a small 𝑇𝑓 ) and works with the Intra-user Flow

Scheduler (i.e., OutRAN (𝜖 = 0)), the PF acts similarly to the Inter-

user Flow Scheduler. This is because the PF scheduler guarantees

service to every user within a certain time (i.e., fairness window),

and this characteristic prevents starvation of the short-flows from

inter-users, which ultimately results in a similar scheduling decision

as the SJF.

To identify the contribution of each design component of OutRAN

in detail, we conduct an ablation study with different 𝑇𝑓 , and Fig-

ure 18(b) shows the result. The legacy scheduler is either PF with

different 𝑇𝑓 or MT, and Intra-user Scheduler is basically OutRAN

without Inter-user Flow Scheduler. When PF uses a small 𝑇𝑓 , we

see that most of the improvement comes from the Intra-user Flow

Scheduler
3
. On the other hand, the Inter-user Flow Scheduler be-

comes significant and provides a greater benefit when the PF sched-

uler uses a larger fairness window; it provides 11% more improve-

ment over the Intra-user Scheduler when 𝑇𝑓 = 10 sec.

According to the studies in PF schedulers [37, 57], the fairness

does not need to be satisfied in a very short time (i.e., in a few

milliseconds) and a few seconds for the fairness window should be

sufficient. In practice, there is no standard for the cellular scheduler

design and its parameter settings are often the manufacturer’s "se-

cret sauce". Even so, OutRAN can work with any scheduler variants;

our result in Figure 18(b) demonstrates that both design compo-

nents are meaningful and OutRANwith the two design components

all together always outperforms the legacy scheduler in FCT.

RLCAMmode. The choice between the RLCUM and the AMmode

is made during the bearer setup procedure according to the loss

rate specified in the QoS [67]. We choose the RLC UM as the default

mode since our work assumes the case when QoS is not available,

and the UM is mainly utilized by delay-sensitive applications [67].

Still, OutRAN can also work with the RLC AM mode, and we show

this by a simulation result. The setting is identical to the one in §6.2,

and for the AMmode, the timers related to the retransmissions (e.g.,

t-PollRetransmit, t-statusProhibitTimer) [6] are set to the default

values provided in NS-3 LTE LENA module [61]. Compared to

PF, OutRAN shows consistent trends with the UM case shown

in our main evaluations in terms of FCT (improving the average

by 30%), spectral efficiency, and fairness (preserving 97% and 95%

respectively). In particular, we observe the tail CDF of short flow

FCT in Figure 18(c).

It is worth noting that when the PF operates with the AM mode,

the FCT gets increased compared to the case when the PF operates

with the UM mode. This complies with the general knowledge that

the UM is better for latency-sensitive applications due to the simpli-

fied data transfer without the retransmission process. In fact, unless

the timer values for the retransmissions are carefully set, the RLC

AM entity could generate unnecessary retransmissions [55] which

3
When it comes to the tail latency, Inter-user Flow Scheduler also provides improve-

ment (10%) even for small𝑇𝑓 . The contribution may change depending on the channel

dynamics, cell traffic load, and user distribution.
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results in wasting the bandwidth. This leaves less transmission op-

portunities for the flows that are waiting in the transmission queue,

and it especially poses an issue on the latency-sensitive short flows

when they are queued behind the long flows.

OutRAN with the AMmode, however, still provides a good short

flow FCT because it first prioritizes the short flows within the

available bandwidth after scheduling the retransmission queue. It

shows even better short flow FCT than the PF operating with the

UM mode in our simulation results. Overall, OutRAN with the UM

mode showed the best performance in FCT.

Priority reset. OutRAN does not starve the long flows in our eval-

uations. However, there could be some worst-case scenarios where

too many short flows interrupt the long flows and thus, OutRAN

hurts the performance of the flows that are latency-sensitive but

long-lived (e.g., video streaming). To alleviate the issue, well-known

solutions are already proposed [16, 18], and one of them is "Priority

Boost", which is resetting the flow state of every flow and moving

all flows to the topmost queue after some time period 𝑆 .

Likewise, we suggest that the measure is also applicable to our

system. In our simulation, we setup an extreme incast-like scenario

where 8 KB of short flows arrive simultaneously to xNodeB taking

up 10% of the traffic volume. The rest follows LTE traffic distri-

bution [41] and the total load is set to 80%. We compare PF and

OutRAN configured with the reset period 𝑆 , and Figure 18(d) shows

the average FCT of both long and short flows that are normalized

to the ones of PF. Compared to PF, in OutRAN, the short flow FCT

gets reduced by 40% while long flow FCT gets increased by 20%. As

we apply the priority reset and shorten the period 𝑆 , we can push

down the long flow FCT while sacrificing the improvement for the

short flows. In fact, when 𝑆 = 500ms, the long flow FCT remains

almost the same as the PF, and OutRAN still provides significant

improvement for short flow FCT (30% and 62% for average and

95%-ile respectively). The period 𝑆 can be tuned according to the

network operator’s interest.

7 DISCUSSIONS & LIMITATIONS
When FCT is not the primary goal. The FCT may not be the best

metric for streaming applications such as audio/video streaming.

We clarify that these applications are not the main target of our

system. If such applications require real-time service (i.e., video

conferencing), they are classified as Conversational class and en-

forced with the dedicated QoS profile. Thus, we believe that their

real-time traffic could be isolated from our target traffic class, which

is the best-effort traffic with the default QoS profile.

One exception would be the non-realtime ones that fall into

the Interactive or Background traffic class. When they are latency-

sensitive but long-lived (i.e., TCP-based video streaming), our de-

sign could somehow sacrifice their performance. We introduce the

safety measure that can be applied to alleviate the issue in §6.3.

Safeguard to prevent gaming. A user may try to game the sys-

tem by intentionally splitting its flows into multiple short flows to

get better service. However, such malicious behavior of a user will

not be an issue for OutRAN if the underlying cellular scheduler of

OutRAN is PF. Considering that today’s most used cellular sched-

uler is the PF, OutRAN will maintain fairness among the users that

PF provides as it respects its optimization objectives.

Overhead on a commercial xNodeB. OutRAN is implemented

on top of srsRAN which performs baseband processing using CPU.

In the commercial xNodeB, heavy PHY layer processing tasks (e.g.,

LDPC) [33] are offloaded to hardware such as FPGA or GPU [62]. If

so, Layer 2 becomes a dominant processing part. The operation of

OutRAN resides at the Layer 2, thus the CPU overhead of OutRAN

could become a burden in those cases. To reduce the cost, flow

identification, which is the main overhead of OutRAN, could also be

offloaded to the User Plane Function (UPF) of the Core Network [45].

Handover. When the handover procedure is triggered, the source

xNodeB forwards data freshly arriving (also the buffered data if it’s

a lossless handover) to the xNodeB of the target cell. This paper

does not cover such case, but the flow state of a user can also be

copied along with the data. The flow state requires 41 bytes per

flow (37 bytes for the five tuple and 4 bytes for the sent-byte). If

copying the flow state is considered a burden, we can reset the state

at the new xNodeB and start fresh.

8 RELATEDWORK
Cross-layer interaction. There has been a large number of efforts

to improve the user experience in cellular networks based on cross-

layer interaction. They include cross-layer optimization of transport

protocols [60, 74, 79] and improving the application performance

by leveraging the cross-layer information [23, 25, 75, 76]. We also

propose an approach based on the cross-layer interaction but study

a different topic and focus on improving the base station scheduling.

Optimizing the MAC scheduler. To meet the stringent time re-

quirement in 5G NR scheduling, recent works [27, 42, 43] present

GPU-based PF scheduler, which achieves the near-optimal per-

formance of PF scheduler at low latency. OutRAN has a different

optimization objective which is co-optimizing the FCT and the PF

metric. We believe that OutRAN can also be combined with such a

highly optimized scheduler by applying the same rationale of our

scheduling design.

Software-based baseband processing. Existing works [33, 70,

72, 78] perform baseband processing at the base station in soft-

ware. Agora [33], the state-of-the-art in the area, supports real-time

massive MIMO on a single server. Our testbed performs baseband

processing in software and we expect that OutRAN can also work

with the existing software-based baseband processing.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present OutRAN, a practical flow scheduler de-

signed for Radio Access Network. Inspired by the transport layer

scheduling design in the datacenter network, OutRAN demon-

strates that it is possible to apply the concept of Flow Completion

Time (FCT) to the cellular network bymodifying the resource sched-

uler embedded in the base station. OutRAN deals with the unique

challenge of applying the concept to the cellular network and solves

it by co-optimizing the FCT with legacy cellular scheduler metrics.

As a result, OutRAN provides better latency for interactive appli-

cations by completing their short flows quickly when scheduling

downlink radio resource at the last-mile base station. The resulting

system is practical since it does not require prior information on

the traffic and is compatible with LTE/5G.
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A INTER-USER FLOW SCHEDULER
ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 Scheduling Inter-user Flows

1: procedure RB allocation ⊲ Operates every TTI 𝑡

2: for each 𝑏 ∈ B do
3: initialize𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the selected user 𝑢

4: for each 𝑢 ∈ U do ⊲ First iteration

5: calculate per-RB metric𝑚𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡)
6: if 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝑚𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡) then
7: update𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 =𝑚𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡)
8: update selected user 𝑢 = 𝑢

9: /* Re-selection by our scheduler */

10: initialize max MLFQ priority 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
11: for each 𝑢 ∈ U do ⊲ Second iteration

12: if (1 − 𝜖) ·𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑚𝑢,𝑏 (𝑡) then
13: 𝑃𝑢 = max𝑓 ∈F𝑢 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑓 ) ⊲ User priority

14: if 𝑃𝑢 > 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 then
15: reselect the user 𝑢 = 𝑢

16: update 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑃𝑢

17: allocate RB 𝑏 to user 𝑢

18: end procedure

B SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Implementation detail. OutRAN is implemented on top of the

srsRAN [69]. The IP/TCP header inspection and per-flow state

reside at the PDCP layer. We implement the header inspection

before the PDCP header compression and we maintain the per-flow

state using a hash table that uses five-tuple as a key and sent-bytes

so far as a value. We split the tx_sdu_queue of the RLC UM base

into 4 MLFQ priority queues and modified rlc_um::write_sdu to

check the assigned MLFQ priority of each ingressed RLC SDU and

put it in its corresponding queue.

The Inter-user Flow Scheduler requires the status of the MLFQ

(queued size for each priority queue) at the MAC layer scheduling.

To pass over the status from the RLC layer to the MAC layer, we

add the "priority" attribute to the Buffer Status Report (BSR) which

is originally used to notify the RLC SDU buffer status of each UE

to the MAC layer in downlink scheduling. Finally, we extend the

sched_dl_users at the MAC layer to implement Inter-user Flow

Scheduler.

QUIC supported webpages.Out of 20 webpages in our evaluation,
9 of them support QUIC, and Table 2 shows the statistics. The

maximum size of a single QUIC flow in the dataset is 443 KB (from

Instagram), which is still considered a short flow compared to the

background flow (avg. 1.92MB) from websearch workload [13].

Experiments on Colosseum. Figure 19 shows the FCT results of

our experiments on the Colosseum under RF scenarios provided

by SCOPE [21]. For srsRAN configurations, we use the configura-

tion files provided by Colosseum github [30]. The main difference

between Colosseum and our testbed configuration setup is the num-

ber of RBs available for srsENB. In Colosseum, the number of RBs

is set to 15, and in our evaluation, the number of RBs is set to 100.

5G NSA testbed. To show that OutRAN works on 5G gNodeB, we

implement OutRAN design on the latest release of srsRAN 21.10

Page Page Size
(KB)

Total QUIC Flow
Size (KB) in Page

Total # of
Flows in Page

Total # of QUIC
Flows in Page

Facebook 381 206 33 21

Google 540 70 37 23

Google hk 541 70 38 23

YouTube 899 79 26 8

Instagram 1756 736 25 7

Netflix 1902 1 49 1

Reddit 1928 0.2 90 1

Zoom 2816 165 114 3

Sohu 3370 0.5 522 8

Table 2: Flow statistics for QUIC supported webpages.

that supports 5G Non-Standalone (NSA) gNodeB. However, at the

time of this writing, we discovered that the latest release at the

time has several limitations supporting fully functional 5G gNodeB,

including the constraint of the number of RB (fixed to 50), Band

(supports only n3/n78 with 15kHz SCs), and limited support of

COTS UEs (only supports specific device) [68]. As an alternative,

we test OutRAN on 5G NSA testbed with virtual RF hardware

supported in srsRAN, which uses ZeroMQ networking library that

transfers radio samples between applications. OutRAN achieves

the same performance in DL throughput, CPU, and memory usage

and improves the short flow FCT (59% in tail).

5G simulation result. The trend of the result is consistent with our
LTE case except that the SRJF performs the best in terms of the FCT.

This is because the channel dynamics of a trace provided in NS-3

5G module [32] are more stable and steady than the ones provided

in the NS-3 LENA module [61]. In such cases, SRJF performs ideally

just like in the datacenter networks.

Scenario Value Load
Base

Station

Overall

Avg FCT (ms)

Short

FCT (ms)

Short 95%-ile

FCT (ms)

Middle

FCT (ms)

Long

FCT (ms)

srsRAN 1370 880 4275 1375 6852

OutRAN 836 242 1288 1093 6980

srsRAN 2937 2019 6428 3542 12010

OutRAN 1959 895 4441 3253 11291

srsRAN 3918 2463 6729 5085 17880

OutRAN 2495 809 3025 4759 16840

srsRAN 855 457 1931 916 5196

OutRAN 822 309 1820 1026 6161

srsRAN 2054 1493 4894 2355 7734

OutRAN 1347 676 2515 1550 8452

srsRAN 3184 1913 9803 3874 16041

OutRAN 2270 881 2951 3793 14783

srsRAN 411 202 1030 399 2786

OutRAN 319 136 435 378 2245

srsRAN 590 318 1145 607 3596

OutRAN 406 135 683 449 3355

srsRAN 1168 729 1889 1335 5747

OutRAN 500 113 459 695 4446
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Figure 19: FCT results of Experiments on Colosseum.
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Figure 21: [Testbed] PLT across rest of the top 20 Webpages from Alexa.
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Figure 22: [Testbed] Comparison of Web Page Loading Time between OutRAN vs. srsRAN.
The video is available at https://ina.kaist.ac.kr/projects/outran.
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